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Chambers has provided insight into the legal market for more than 30 years.
During this time, in-house lawyers and third-party experts have shared their
views on the value and importance placed on the role of general counsel. The
demands of driving growth in international markets encourage the steady
increase in the functions required of the legal department and the emergence
of new structures to facilitate successful outcomes. The general counsel
and legal division general managers highlighted in this list are recognised
for the contributions they have made and the examples they have set in the
development of in-house legal culture.
Research Methodology: Our GC Influencers have been chosen following
research among private practice lawyers and other in-house counsel. We
identified the key areas in which GCs have displayed substantial influence:
•
•
•
•
•

Effective management and development of an in-house team.
Navigation of substantial business projects and strategic business change.
Understanding the pressures faced within industry.
Bringing diversity & inclusion and CSR to the forefront of industry.
Ability to influence and respond to regulatory change.

Our aim is to celebrate excellence within the legal profession. Our GC
Influencers have created best practice pathways endorsed by both private
practice and other in-house lawyers. In spotlighting their achievements, this list
encourages collaboration among the in-house legal community.
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Engaging content,
networking and
celebration with leading
General Counsel and top
ranked lawyers globally.

For more information visit
chambers.com
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Irit Roth
Bank Leumi
Irit Roth joined one of Israel’s largest banks, Bank Leumi, in 2017 as Chief
Legal Adviser and Head of the Legal Division. Her involvement includes the
2018 purchase of Leumi Card by Warburg Pincus as part of major regulatory
changes in the banking sector.
Commentators are swift to highlight her as an excellent general counsel, in
addition to noting that “she has a lot of experience in banking regulatory matters,”
which is emphasised by market observers as lending to her skill in handling
such a pivotal transaction for Leumi.
Roth was previously a partner of the banking and finance group at Herzog,
Fox & Neeman and acted as Chief Legal Adviser of Citigroup in Israel for more
than 11 years, where she was responsible for overseeing the establishment of
the Israeli branch of Citibank.
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Yael Nevo
Israel Electric Corporation Ltd
Yael Nevo serves as Senior Vice President and Legal Counsel at the biggest
energy supplier in Israel, Israel Electric Corporation. Her previous experience
includes working as legal counsel with Hadera Paper Group and the Antitrust
Authority.
As part of her role, Nevo oversees the landmark reforms to the Israeli
electricity sector taking place at the IEC, for which she is held in high regard
in the market. These reforms involve complex regulatory matters as well as
transactions concerning significant energy assets, with market observers
crediting her in-depth expertise in progressing the changes taking place.
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Nataly Mishan-Zakai
Harel Insurance and Finance
Nataly Mishan-Zakai has served as General Counsel and Chief Compliance
Officer at one of Israel’s foremost insurance companies, Harel, since 2014,
prior to which she practiced M&A and securities law at Fischer, Behar, Chen,
Well, Orion & Co. She is commended for her skilled leadership of a legal team
consisting of 25 lawyers, handling the group’s highly-regulated activity.
Mishan-Zakai is engaged in complex financings and transactions and is
described by market observers as “a very sharp, very focused lawyer who is
also very knowledgeable and efficient.” She has recently been involved in the
provision of several large-scale loans.
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Ilana Bar
Migdal Insurance Group
Ilana Bar is Deputy CEO and Legal Counsel at Migdal, a market leader in
insurance in Israel, with over 15 years of experience working at the company.
She is singled out by commentators for her “very deep understanding of the
insurance industry,” as well her expansive knowledge of legal matters impacting
the sector. She has been at the forefront of major investments and financings
undertaken by the company during her time as legal counsel, including the
financing of significant infrastructure developments.
She holds an LLM from Harvard University in the United States.
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Leora Pratt Levin
Delek Group
Leora Pratt Levin has amassed over two decades of experience in the oil and
gas sector in Israel advising on legal matters at Delek. She was appointed
Executive VP and Legal Counsel at the company in 2007.
Market sources note her prowess at “handling many, very complex transactions”
that the highly-active energy group is engaged in. This includes high-value
gas sale agreements and strategic acquisitions, including its acquisition of
Ithaca Energy. Pratt Levin also possesses extensive expertise in the numerous
regulations affecting the oil and gas sector.
She holds a BA in Political Science from Tel Aviv University and an LLB from
the University of Reading in England.
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Hadar Brin Weiss
Clal Insurance Enterprises Holdings Ltd
Hadar Brin Weiss is General Counsel at Clal Insurance, a dominant presence
in the Israeli insurance sector.
Interviewees commend her wealth of experience in the insurance industry,
with one source reporting: “She’s a very good lawyer; very diligent. She knows
the legalities of the business well.” Brin Weiss is involved in the company’s major
financial transactions, including recent large project financings in the energy
sector undertaken by the group.
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Nitzan Hadad
Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd
Nitzan Hadad has been a part of the legal team at world-renowned generics
giant Teva for 18 years and currently holds the position of General Counsel
for Israel, South Africa and Global IT.
He has been at the helm of the firm’s legal group during key product launches,
dealing with the company’s wide-reaching IP portfolio and has led the legal
group at the company during various acquisitions and asset sales.
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Liz Cohen-Yerushalmi
Mobileye (Intel)
Liz Cohen-Yerushalmi joined innovative tech company Mobileye five years
ago, where she currently serves as Chief Legal Officer and General Counsel.
Her tenure at the company has involved its widely publicised purchase by
Intel in order to further develop its innovation in the automotive space, as
well as handling legal matters during the company’s considerable growth.
Market observers report that she is a very strong practitioner who is “very
good on the commercial side.”
Cohen-Yerushalmi served as ACC Israel President from 2007-2011.
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Yaki Mendel
Shikun & Binui
Yaki Mendel has served as General Counsel at infrastructure and real estate
company Shikun & Binui since 2018, having previously held the position for
seven years at ZIM Integrated Shipping Services, a global leader in cargo
shipping.
Mendel leads the company’s legal team in the contractual and development
matters involved in real estate projects across the country and notable
infrastructure developments, such as the company’s role in the bid for the
Green Line of Jerusalem’s LRT.
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Eran Meiri
SHUFERSAL
Eran Meiri has a wealth of experience leading the legal team at Israel’s largest
supermarket chain, Shufersal, having held the position of General Counsel for
12 years. He was previously a member of Goldfarb Levy Eran Meiri Tzafrir and
Co. (currently Goldfarb Seligman & Co.).
He oversaw the company’s widely-publicised New-Pharm acquisition which
saw a key expansion for the company’s health and beauty offering. His tenure
also included the company’s transition of its credit card business to CAL.
Meiri also serves in the IDF reserves, and recently held the position of Deputy
Commander of the Paratrooper Brigade.
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